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A REVIEW OF MCDOWELL CASE IN LIGHT OF
CORPORATE TAXATION UNDER THE NEW
ECONOMIC POLICY
Vikfamjit

Reen"*

Whoever heard of 'zero' tax liability on 'taxable' income? Yet such a
possibility exists and technically legal under the prevailing income tax regime.
The fast changing schemes of corporate taxation has rendered tax avoidance
schemes feasible under the New Economic Policy! and raised legal issues pertaining to the continuing relevance of the anti-tax avoidance principles evolved
by the Supreme Court in McDowell and Co. Ltd. V. c.T.O .. 2 This is true of the
possibility of a near zero tax liability regime envisaged under the Income Tax
Act, 19613 together with the Double Tax Avoidance Treaty4 signed between
India and Mauritius and the relevant laws of each country. In the corporate
world it is popularly known as the 'Mauritius Route' to channel the 'Foreign
Direct Investment'5 into India with minimum income tax liability on consequent repatriation of income. This may become a test case requiring a clarification of the McDowell verdict and the judicial attitude towards legal spin offs
of the NEP. To commence a meaningful analysis it would be relevant to undertake a preliminary survey of essential concepts under the tax regime.
CONCEPTUALISATION

OF TAX

LIABILITY

AND ITS MANIPULATION

Taxation is a sovereign demand; being an exacted levy with no quid pro
quo for the tax payer. Tax revenue has become so imperative for the existence
of the modern State that Justice Holmes observed, "Taxes are what we pay for
a civilised society ... with them I buy civilisation".6 Yet this has not made tax
administration easy. The tax administrator has not only contend with the difficulties of equitably spreading the incidence of tax on the people, but also faces
an obverse resistance from the tax payer against such levies.
At the risk of oversimplification,

this resistance can take forms such as -

1. Tax Planning - Where a taxpayer selects a course of action 'expressly
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facilitated' by the law, it implies an arrangement of one's economic affairs
with full advantage being taken of all tax exemptions, deductions, concessions,
rebates, allowances and other reliefs or benefits provided under-the tax statute.
2. Tax A voidance· As traditionally understood, it is "the art of dodging
tax without breaking the law". This 'art' utilises the grey areas of law where
the tax payer's ingenuity enables him to arrange his financial affairs in a legal
manner so as to avoid tax liability. The generic term 'tax avoidance' would
then include instances where the taxpayer apparently circumvents the law taking care to avoid a criminal offence by use of a complex scheme, arrangement
or device whose main purpose is to defer, reduce or completely avoid tax
liabilities as defined under law. The distinguishing feature of tax avoidance is
that the tax department is helpless even on discovery of such successful schemes
and can only suggest remedial action such as corrective amendments to the tax
statutes to prevent such schemes in the future.?
It is in this arena, that the judicial initiative not to countenance 'sham
business transactions' meant solely for avoidance of tax liability, was evident
in the McDowell case. The legitimacy of tax avoidance has now been questioned by the judiciary.
3. Tax Evasion - This is clearly illegal since it implies evading tax by
employing means such as wilful concealment of income, falsification of account and like methods.
THE McDOWELL

PRINCIPLE

The Supreme Court in McDowell

and Co. Ltd. v.

c.T.a.s held that-

Every person is entitled to so arrange his affairs as to avoid taxation, but the arrangement must be real and not sham or make
believe. (Emphasis added)
Therefore a tax avoidance transaction is treated as a fiscal nullity and
courts can probe behind such a scheme to affix tax liability. However it is only
the 'colourable' devices adopted which have to be ignored unlike the bonafide
business transactions which are not 'solely' meant for tax avoidance with no
other purpose.9
The principle becomes clear form the facts of the McDowell case. Under
normal practice, in case of a sale of liquor, eX,cise duty should be reflected in
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the 'sale' bill either as merged in the price or shown separately. This composite
sales consideration is then assessed to sale tax. The sellers (McDowell and
Co.) however asked the buyer to pay the excise duty directly to the authorities,
thereby excluding such amounts from the 'sale bill' and attempting to reduce
the declared sales consideration on which basis sales tax was imposed and
their turnover calculated.
The Supreme Court however held that when the buyer paid excise duty
directly, it was nothing more than the buyer meeting the obligation of the
seller to pay such duty. Hence it was a colourable transaction which could not
be allowed in as much as looking from the buyer's point of view - in the hands
of the buyer the cost of the liquor was what was charged in the bill plus the
excise duty which the buyer had directly paid on the seller's account. The
consideration for the sale was held to be the entire composite amount which
should have been used to calculate the turnover of the seller for quantification
of tax liability.
To arrive at this principle the Supreme Court referred to the landmark
English decision in Furniss v. Dawson. 10
THE MAURITIUS

ROUTE

AND THE McDOWELL

PRINCIPLE

The application of the anti-tax-avoidance McDowell principle to the recent developments in corporate taxation such as the 'Mauritius Route' scheme
is fraught with uncertainty and legal ambiguities. The 'Mauritius Route' as
utilized by Overseas Corporate Bodies (OCBs) to channel FDI into India is a
legal spin-off of the Indo-Mauritian DT A Treaty together with the tax laws' of
both countries and may cause loss of income tax revenue to the Indian Government. On the other hand, there is always the possibility of luring further FDI
on the basis of this window of repatriation of dividend income by foreign
companies from India with minimum tax liability. Whatever the situation, the
judicial principles are fast becoming obsolete when tax avoidance is legitimised
by the government itself to promote the NEP.
An examination of this operation method would now be in order. Section 90 of the I.T. Act stipulates that the tax provisions shall have to be
construed in light of any Double Tax Avoidance Treaty. Accordingly, as per
Article 4 of the Indo-Mauritius DT A Treaty, a corporate entity resident in
Mauritius has choice to pay income tax in Mauritius at Mauritius tax rates in
respect of trans-country accrual of dividend income. Hence a foreign corporate
entity, and resident, if incorporated in Mauritius, can repatriate the dividend
income from an Indian joint-venture subsidiary with option to pay tax in Mauritius

10

[1984] 1 All E.R. 530. See also, W. T. Ramsay Ltd. v. I.R.C., (1982) A.C. 300; I.R.C. v.
Burmah Oil Co. Ltd., (1982) Simon's Tax cases 30.
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at Mauritius rates of income tax. It is this advantage, which spurs most FDI to
be channelled into India through a Mauritius subsidiary even though funds can
be invested into India directly by a foreign investor. The actual fiscal advantage translated into real terms is that under a Mauritius law known as the
Mauritius Offshore Business Activity Act, II a corporate entity called the MOBA
entity being resident in MauritiusI2 has the privilege to pay Mauritius income
tax on a 'voluntary basis' on the dividend income repatriated into Mauritius in
the sense of paying at a rate of its choosing (between 0% to 35%).13
A possible scheme to minimise tax liability on income accrued in India
utilisfng the "Mauritius Route" investment could be framed as under -

1.

A MNC channels investment into India via a subsidiary incorporated in Mauritius as a MOBA entity resident in Mauritius.

2.

By virtue of the Indo-Mauritian DT A Treaty, the MOBA entity
can choose to pay income tax on the dividend income repatriated
from India under Mauritius tax laws at Mauritius tax rates as per
the MOBA Act and the Mauritius Income Tax Act.

3.

Since payment of a specific rate of income tax is voluntary under
the Mauritius Income Tax Act for the MOBA entity, it is technically paying income tax on the dividend Income but at 0% rate.
Zero tax liability is the result in Mauritius.I4

The immediate objection which the Tax Department can probably raise
is that the scheme is a pretence, sham or colourable transaction hit by the
McDowell principle.I5 At this point, the lacunae in Indian law and the McDowell
principle stands exposed.
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The objection probably
would stem form the loss of revenue represented
by the difference between the rate of withholding
tax and the rate of Indian income tax which would
have been applicable
had not the MOBA entity taken the shelter of the DT A Treaty, i.e.,
loss of revenue occurring
due to investments
being routed through Mauritius
when they
could have been brought to India directly. How this objection stands upto legal scrutiny
remains to be seen. See, Infra n. 17 and the accompanying
tl'\Xt.
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The irony is that there is an inbuilt self-limitation in the McDowell
principle as it is judicially evolved and therefore not comparable in full effect
to a legislative enactment. The principle cannot be applied where a scheme is
fully supported by statute and falls within the four corners of the law. The
fundamental question subsumed in this proposition is whether an arrangement
of financial affairs under a foreign law (Mauritius law) can qualify as 'tax
planning' even if it results in 'tax avoidance' in India?
It may be noted that with the advent of NEP and globalisation, the effect
of foreign laws on Indian fiscal policy and laws is of great importance and
needs close monitoring by practitioners. The Mauritius Route qualifies for
protection under Indian law itself. Article 4 of the Indo-Mauritian DT A Treaty
read with Section 90(1)(b) of the LT. Act mandate that the Mauritian MOBA
Act and the Mauritius Income Tax Act being the corresponding law in force in
that country, is given full effect in preference to the provisions of the LT. Act
in respect of the Mauritian MOBA entity. Further Section 90(2) of the LT. Act
clarifies that the "provisions of this Act shall apply to the extent they are more
beneficial to that assessee". A clear benefit conferred by statute cannot be
taken away by judicial interpretation.
The net effect is that avoidance of tax liability is a reality under Indian
fiscal regime owing to the applicability of Mauritius law to the dividend income accrued in India.
In the field of corporate taxation, the McDowell case is rendered redundant, to the extent indicated above, due to rapid developments brought about
by the NEP. It may also be noted that the McDowell verdict was pronounced in
1985 while later developments of the NEP commenced in 1991.
ANALYSING

THE MCDOWELL

PRINCIPLE

VIS-A- VIS ENGLISH

The Supreme Court has clearly conceded in McDowell's

LA W

case that -

Tax planning may be legitimate provided it is within the frame
work of law. Colourable devices cannot be part of tax planning ... 16
The intention of the Mauritius Route is to be within the four corners of
tax law with minimum tax liability. It is not also hit by the McDowell principle
in as much as it is a real arrangement, not sham or make believe I? and does not

16
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apparently show income as accruing to another person or masks the true character of the income.IS
The principle in the English case Furniss v. Dawson,19 on which McDowell's
case relies, has been extended further in a recent English case20 to cover artifices utilising the havens such as Isle of Man. The judgement of Lord Templeman
in Craven v. White21 is the best summarisation of the judicial evolution of
anti-tax avoidance principles 1.

The Furniss principle22 applies when the tax payer plans an artificial scheme by combining a taxable transaction with a tax avoidance transaction in whose sole pUI:pose is avoidance of the assessment.

2.

Further, four essential conditions have to be fulfilled where the
tax avoidance transaction preceeds taxable transactiona)

Tax payer must decide to carry out a scheme to avoid assessment of tax on an intended taxable transaction by combining it with a prior tax avoidance transaction.

b)

Tax avoidance transaction must have no business purpose
apart from the avoidance of tax on intended taxable transaction.

c)

After tax avoidance transaction has taken place, the tax payer
must retain power to carry out his part of the intended taxable transaction.

d)

Intended taxable transaction must take place.

CONCLUSION

The above discussion pertaining to the Indian principles of anti-tax avoidance
reveals the inadequacy of the legal system to cope withe legal issues thrown
up by changes brought about by the NEP. The effect of foreign laws on India
fiscal policy needs to be addressed when test cases such as the 'Mauritius
Route' corne before the judiciary. Though it may be argued that the 'Mauritius

18

Supra n. 2, at 170-171. See, G.I.T. v. Sakarlal Balabai, [1968] 69 ITR 186 at 200. This
is self explanatory
as the Mauritius
entity becomes the investor and shareholder
in the
lndian.joint-venture
subsidiary
and repatriates
dividend without masking the accrual or
true nature of income.

19
20

Supra n. 10.
Craven v. White, [1990]

21

[1990]

22

Supra n. 10.

183 ITR 216 (H.L).

183 ITR 216 (H.L.).
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Route' is a tax avoidance device in spirit under the McDowell principle, in
reality it is protected under the LT. ACt.23 The question is vexed as there is no
avoidance assessment but only assessment at zero percent under Mauritius
law. Even otherwise it is the normal practice of OCBs like the MOBA entity to
pay voluntary rate of income tax in Mauritius at the rate between 1% to 35%
instead of zero per cent to avoid charges of tax avoidance.
Thus, the NEP has rendered the McDowell principle redundant. The initiative now lies with the Tax Department.

23

Section 90 of the LT. Act read with the Indo-Mauritius
the Mauritius Income Tax Act.

DTA Treaty, the MOBA Act and

